SUPER 220

2019 + MAZDA MX-5 ND MODELS

CONVERSION INCLUDES

- BBR HIGH FLOW COLD AIR INTAKE SYSTEM WITH K&N AIR FILTER
- BBR 4 INTO 1 HIGH FLOW, TUNED LENGTH STAINLESS STEEL EXHAUST MANIFOLD
- BBR 2019 BESPOKE HIGH-PERFORMANCE INTAKE AND EXHAUST CAMSHAFTS, VALVE SPRINGS AND RETAINERS
- BBR STARCHIP ECU REMAP HARDWARE/SOFTWARE BUNDLE (DIY CUSTOMERS)
- CUSTOM DYNO TUNE WITH PRINTOUT (FITTED CUSTOMERS)

*PRICES EXCLUDING VAT
*ALL QUOTED POWER GAINS MAY VARY

BBR GTI, UNIT 1, OXFORD ROAD
BRACKLEY, NORTHANTS, NN13 7DY

INFO@BBRGTI.COM | WWW.BBRGTI.COM | 01280 700 700

BHP INCREASED 36
TORQUE INCREASED 12